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ABSTRACT

Social cognitive neuroscience investigates the psychological and neural basis of perception and reasoning about other people, especially in terms of invisible internal states. This enterprise poses many challenges. The current review describes responses to three such challenges: deriving hypotheses from developmental psychology, using verbal narratives as stimuli, and analysing the results in functionally defined regions of interest.
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1. Introduction

"You don’t look sad now, he thought. And he wondered what she was reading, and exaggerated her ignorance, her simplicity, for he liked to think that she was not clever, not book-learned at all. He wondered if she understood what she was reading. Probably not, he thought."—Virginia Woolf, To the Lighthouse.

Fiction depends on an ordinary miracle: given just a few sentences, we perceive whole human minds at work, their flow of thoughts and feelings, perceptions and self-deceptions. In this respect, reading fiction is representative of the most social cognition. We constantly "go beyond the data", making inductive leaps from sketchy evidence to rich interpretations of the people around us. Such inferences are the bedrock of our daily lives. Even 1-year-old infants, when they are learning their first words, rely on sophisticated inferences about the speaker's intentions (Baldwin, 1993; Bloom, 2000). Losing such social fluency is more devastating to individuals and their caretakers than the loss of memory, hearing, sight or speech (Levenson, R., personal communication).

In spite of the importance of reasoning about other minds in everyday life, neuroscientific research in this area is in its infancy. Do we have special mechanisms, designed by evolution for recognising and/or reasoning about other minds, or does social cognition share the general-purpose machinery we use for recognising chairs and reasoning about falling apples? How and why does the human brain succeed so easily where computers and logicians fail? What neural structures underlie our inductions about other people's internal states? The present special issue recognises the importance of these open questions and surveys opinions about and solutions to the challenges that these questions pose.

At least three fundamental challenges face neuroscientists interested in person perception (or social/cognitive psychologists interested in neuroscience): (Q1) which hypotheses to test, (Q2) which stimuli to use and (Q3) how to analyse the results. Of course, the solutions must be case-specific, depending on the goals of each individual study. In what
follows, I will advocate three particular approaches that have enriched my own research: (A1) deriving hypotheses from developmental psychology, (A2) using verbal narratives as stimuli, and (A3) analysing the results in functionally defined regions of interest (ROIs). As such, this review considers the questions behind current research on Theory of Mind, and not the questions answered by it; for a review of recent results, see Saxe (in press).

2. Theoretical frameworks: developmental psychology

The neuroscience of person perception is in many respects a brand new field, susceptible to the usual pitfalls of immaturity. As this special issue attests, "social cognitive neuroscientists" do not yet agree on a central set of phenomena that theories of person perception should explain or on the core processes to which such explanations should appeal. Thus, the first challenge for social cognitive neuroscience is to formulate the hypotheses that we can then set out to test. One promising approach is to begin by borrowing ideas from neighbouring disciplines, including social psychology, neuro-psychology, animal behaviour, ethics and even economics. My own first steps in social cognitive neuroscience have been most informed by the theoretical and methodological traditions of developmental psychology, in particular, under the rubric of the development of "Theory of Mind" (e.g. Wimmer and Perner, 1983; Flavell, 1988; Perner, 1993).

The most intensely studied phase in the development of Theory of Mind occurs between ages three and five. The contour of this transition is well illustrated in an elegant series of experiments by Ziv and Frye (2003). Short stories about animal characters ('Duck' and 'Cat') and their belongings were enacted for 3, 4 and 5-year-olds. In the change-of-locations task, Duck put his ball in a bag. While Duck was away (where he could not see or hear what Cat was doing), Cat took the ball out of the bag and put it into an envelope. Then, the child was asked two kinds of question in counterbalanced order: belief questions (e.g. "Where does Duck think the ball is?") and desire questions (e.g. "Where does Duck want the ball to be?"). In the change-of-contents task, a similar scenario unfolded, except that Cat took out the ball and put a book into the bag, so that both the relevant beliefs and desires concerned the contents of the bag.

For both change-of-location and change-of-contents tasks, 3-year-olds performed just like 5-year-olds on desire questions: over 80% of children at all ages concluded that Duck wanted the ball to be in the bag (as he left it). Three-year-olds succeeded on versions of each task in which the hidden object was neutral, desirable or undesirable. Furthermore, children of all ages were able to infer the character's desire from his behaviour, even when pitted against the child's own preference (i.e. if Duck put a ball in the bag, then he wants the ball to be in the bag, even if what Cat has placed in the bag is a more 'desirable' chocolate).

The striking developmental change appeared on the belief questions. Five-year-olds judged that Duck's belief still reflected the original situation: the scene as it was when Duck left the room. That is, 5-year-olds correctly attributed a false belief. By contrast, 3-year-olds scored reliably below chance on belief questions; the younger children claimed that Duck's belief reflected the actual (real) situation rather than the original situation in both change-of-location and change-of-contents tasks (see also Wellman et al., 2001).

Children's changing understanding of belief is evident on a range of related tasks. The crucial difficulty seems to lie in understanding how a (truly held, full conviction) belief or perception can nevertheless represent a state of affairs that is different from the real one. Children who fail "False Belief" tasks—like the change-of-location and change-of-contents tasks used by Ziv and Frye (2003)—also fail to distinguish between what an object looks like and what it really is (Gopnik and Astington, 1988). When 3-year-olds are shown an object that looks like a rock is really a sponge, they later answer both that it "really is" a sponge and that it also "looks like" a sponge. Relatedly, these children have difficulty both deploying, and understanding, deception (e.g. Wimmer and Perner, 1983). When a goblin (in a fairy tale) dresses up as a boy in order to deceive a girl into playing with him, 3-year-olds say that the goblin will not play mean tricks on the girl because "he is dressed up as a boy and he is nice now" (Peskim, 1993, described in Perner, 1993). The majority of 3-year-olds also assert that the girl thinks the goblin is pretending to be a boy, and not that he really is a boy.

What, then, is the conceptual advance that distinguishes 3- from 3-year-olds? It would certainly be misleading to claim that 5-year-olds "have" a Theory of Mind, whereas 3-year-olds do not have one (Bloom and German, 2000). The 3-year-olds studied by Ziv and Frye (2003) were as good as 5-year-olds at inferring a character's desires from his behaviour and gave systematic (albeit wrong) answers to the belief questions, suggesting that these children do not hesitate to explain and predict people's actions based on inferred mental states. Moreover, even much younger children make inferences about people's intentions, perceptions and emotions and the interrelations among these mental states (e.g. Harris et al., 1989; Repacholi and Gopnik, 1997; Phillips et al., 2002). For example, 2-year-old children understand the basic relationship between desires and emotions. Given a story about a boy who wanted a puppy and then got one, 2-year-olds choose a happy face to show how the boy feels, but they choose a sad face if the boy who got a puppy had wanted a bunny (Wellman and Woolley, 1990; Wellman et al., 1995).

Rather, 3-year-olds lack one specific component of a 5-year-old's Theory of Mind: a clear distinction between what a person's mental state is about (the state of affairs to which the belief or perception refers) and how that state of the affairs is represented (what the person believes or perceives to be true of it; Perner, 1993). This distinction allows the older children to understand how people's mental representations of the world may differ from the way the world really is. As a result, 5-year-olds are sometimes said to have (and 3-year-olds to lack) a representational Theory of Mind.

Still, many questions about the trajectory of Theory of Mind development remain unanswered; these open problems provide an opportunity for social cognitive neuroscientists. The direct approach to these questions would benefit from scanning the brains of children, but, in fact, many hypotheses derived from developmental psychology make distinct
predictions about neural divisions of labour even in the adult brain. For example, one such question is whether early- and late-developing components of Theory of Mind rely on common or distinct psychological or anatomical substrates (see also Saxe et al., 2004a). Reasoning about beliefs develops later than an earlier Theory of Mind that includes attribution of desires, perceptions and emotion. Does the later emerging competence colonise the same neural systems that underpin earlier reasoning? If so, we would predict that attributions of early-developing concepts, for instance, would recruit the same brain regions as belief attribution. If, on the other hand, reasoning about beliefs draws on distinct systems or abilities, then reasoning about concepts that 3-year-olds have mastered should not produce activity in regions associated with belief attribution and might recruit a distinct set of brain regions even in adults (Saxe and Powell, in press).

A related question concerns the whether changing performance on False Belief tasks reflects a developmental change specifically in the domain of Theory of Mind (e.g. acquiring a previously absent representational concept of belief; e.g. Wellman et al., 2003) or instead reflects improvements in some other capacity that is necessary for good performance on the task, such as increasing inhibitory control or other “executive” skills (e.g. Moses, 2001; Carlson and Moses, 2001). To answer a belief question in the change-of-location task, a child must be able to juggle two competing representations of reality (the actual state of affairs and the situation represented in the protagonist’s head) and to inhibit an incorrect but compelling answer (the actual location of the object). Young children’s performance is similarly delayed by inhibitory demands on tasks that do not tap Theory of Mind at all, such as reasoning about non-mental false representations (e.g. false photographs or maps, Zaitchik, 1990).

Two alternative interpretations could explain the relationship between inhibitory control and reasoning about beliefs, each making distinct predictions for social cognitive neuroscience. One possibility is that inhibitory control plays a constitutive role in reasoning about beliefs (relative to desires, perceptions and emotions) and that the developmental transition in Theory of Mind performance reflects not a domain-specific mechanism for understanding belief, but just the increase of inhibitory control with age. On this hypothesis, there would be no domain-specific brain regions for the representational Theory of Mind, but only regions for social cognition (relatively constant over development) and for inhibitory control generally (changing with age). Alternatively, inhibitory control may just facilitate children’s early learning about beliefs and the construction of a domain-specific representational Theory of Mind. In this case, inhibitory control (and associated brain regions) would not be intrinsic to belief attribution. Evidence for a domain-specific brain region, recruited during reasoning about mental representations but not during reasoning about non-mental representations, or about non-representational mental states, would support this latter hypothesis: that the late-developing representational Theory of Mind has a domain-specific neural (and psychological) foundation (Saxe and Kanwisher, 2003). Similar arguments concerning the role of language in the development of a representational Theory of Mind will be discussed in the next section.

The same neuroscientific investigations may also contribute to the theoretical debate within developmental psychology over whether the developmental trajectory of Theory of Mind is best described as the maturation of one or more Theory of Mind “modules”, or as the elaboration of a quasi-scientific theory, or some combination of the two. Theories and modules differ most clearly in the proposed mechanism (and process) of conceptual change. Modules are usually envisioned as developing “along an internally directed course under the triggering and partially shaping effect of the environment” (Chomsky, 1980). Informational limitations and the genetic endowment ensure that external influence is relatively narrow and constrained (Fodor, 1983), keeping the modular structure consistent across individuals. Theories are more deeply susceptible to the influence of evidence and the environment. Consequently, the fate of an outgrown concept may be different in a module than in a theory. Modules (especially for ‘core knowledge’) are conceived as enduring over development (Carey and Spelke, 1994). Developmental change occurs by modifying the interpretation of the module’s output (Scholl and Leslie, 1999), not by destruction or modification of the module itself. Theories, on the other hand, can be altered directly. Unsat satisfactory concepts or theories are replaced or changed. Thus, evidence that the neural substrate of the early-developing components of Theory of Mind remain unchanged—and, in the adult brain, distinct from the neural correlates of late-developing components—may provide evidence that the earlier, outgrown mechanism is not replaced or colonised, consistent with modularity.

Third, within the early-developing component of Theory of Mind, the question remains open to what extent understanding desires, perceptions and emotions rely on distinct or common psychological or anatomical substrates. Baron-Cohen (1994) has divided this domain into two distinct components. The ‘Intentionality Detector’ represents behaviour in terms of goals, while the ‘Eye Direction Detector’ detects eyes and represents the direction as the Agent ‘seeing’. By contrast, Leslie (1994) groups understanding of action, goals and perceptions together within a single module. Consistent with Leslie’s proposal, in a longitudinal study of 9- to 15-month-olds, Carpenter et al. (1998) found that the emergence of gaze following (attribution of perception) and imitation of novel actions (goal attribution) were positively correlated with each other and uncorrelated with concurrent non-social developments such as object permanence. The same hypotheses could be tested in the adult brain. Near the posterior superior temporal sulcus, different studies have reported brain regions recruited during observation of gaze shifts (Puce et al., 1998, Pelphrey et al., 2003) and of intentional actions (Decety and Grezes, 1999), but no study has yet directly compared these two conditions. Neuroimaging work along these lines may help to determine whether attributions of perceptions and desires/goals rely on the same brain regions, consistent with Carpenter et al.’s (1998) conclusion that these two parts of early Theory of Mind reflect “the same underlying phenomenon.”

Finally, the controversy within developmental psychology that has received the most attention from social cognitive neuroscientists recently is the debate between Theory-theorists (usually understood broadly to include modules) and
Simulation-theorists over the format of knowledge of other minds (Carruthers and Smith, 1996). The Theory-theory position is, approximately, that children and adults have concepts of kinds of mental states and beliefs about the relationships among those mental states and between mental states and actions. We “go beyond the data” of perceived behaviour by using this theory to actively reconstruct the contents of other minds (and even of the observer’s own mind in the relatively distant past or future). These same concepts and beliefs about the mind then support predictions, explanations and verbal descriptions of behaviour and internal experiences (Gopnik and Wellman, 1992). Notably, though, conceiving of a belief may depend on entirely distinct machinery from having that belief. In particular, young children have representational beliefs many years before they have the concept of belief that is necessary for attributing such a belief to themselves or anyone else.

Simulation Theory proposes that people need not use a naive theory of psychology, or indeed any mental state concepts, when predicting and explaining actions. Instead, the observer uses her own mind as a model for another mind (Harris, 1992; Nichols et al., 1996). Simulation Theory has recently been embraced with enthusiasm by neuroscientists and cognitive neuroscientists following the discovery of the “mirror system”: neurones (or in humans, brain regions) that are recruited both when performing and when watching someone else perform a particular action (Gallese and Goldman, 1998). Similar systems have also been discovered for some basic emotions (e.g. fear and disgust) and for sensations (Gallese et al., 2004).

Still, the relationship between Simulation and Theory remains wide open for investigation by social cognitive neuroscientists (Saxe, 2005). What is the scope of the mirror system? In what contexts, and for which mental states is Theory-theory a better model? How are theories implemented in the brain? Each of these questions may benefit from neuroscientific investigation.

In all, the 25 years of developmental psychology of Theory of Mind provides effective scaffolding for initial investigations in social cognitive neuroscience. Many of the well-elaborated theories and influential controversies can be tested in neuroimaging studies. At the same time, decades of careful experimentation have lead to an ample collection of empirical paradigms. The next challenge is how to adapt these paradigms and theories for use with adults in fMRI.

The choice of which source of information to provide—that is, what kind of stimuli to present—reflects both intuitions about the structure of the natural social world and the results of previous experimental paradigms in related fields of psychology. Both factors frequently lead to a focus on face-to-face dyadic interactions. On this view, the paradigmatic exchange of social information occurs between two people looking at each other. The result has been social cognitive neuroscience research on the perception of primarily non-verbal social information: perception and recognition of face identity, facial expression, eye gaze, body posture, body motions (especially reaching actions), race, gender, attractiveness and personality traits (see e.g. Allison et al., 2000).

Undeniably, partners in a dyadic interaction do acquire social information about one another through non-verbal sources. But, humans also rely substantially on another source of social information: verbal communication. The biggest challenge facing anyone who seeks to understand another mind is that mental states cannot be observed in the environment; beliefs and desires, doubts and convictions, moods and motives are all invisible, abstract entities. One invaluable way to learn about these elusive components of the mind is therefore to listen to how other people talk about the mind.

Research in developmental psychology, in particular, suggests the importance of language for Theory of Mind (Astington and Baird, 2005). As described in Section 2, the classic test of children’s capacity for reasoning about other minds is the False Belief task. Dunn and colleagues (e.g. Dunn and Brophy, 2005) first reported that language ability predicts success on the False Belief task, independent of age. A similar correlation is observed in samples of both healthy children and children with autism and other developmental disabilities (Astington and Jenkins, 1999, Peterson and Siegal, 1999). In a striking example, deaf children of hearing parents (that is, whose parents are non-native signers) are selectively delayed in passing the False Belief task (e.g. Peterson and Siegal, 1999). These children have similar difficulty even on non-verbal tests of False Belief understanding, suggesting that the delay does not reflect the language demands of the tasks themselves (e.g. Figueras-Costa and Harris, 2001). Deaf children of deaf parents (native signers), by contrast, are not delayed (De Villiers, 2005b). Clearly, linguistic exposure influences Theory of Mind development.

The controversial question is: how does linguistic exposure influence Theory of Mind development? Some hypotheses focus on the role of syntax (De Villiers, 2000, 2005a). Proficiency with particular grammatical structures (especially sentence complements, such as ‘He knows that the cup is on the table’ or ‘She said that the chocolate was in the box’), is necessary for forming sentences about some mental states and therefore might be necessary for forming thoughts about other minds. This grammatical format is particularly tightly tied to the transition in Theory of Mind development between ages 3 and 5. In English, later-developing mental state concepts, like ‘believe’ and ‘know’, require sentence complements, while earlier-developing mental state concepts, like ‘want’ and ‘see’, can be attributed without sentence complements (as in ‘He sees the cup on the table’ or ‘She wants the chocolate in the box’). The conceptual
transition might therefore be entirely parasitic on linguistic development.

Recent evidence, though, suggests that language plays predominantly a communicative rather than a constitutive role in Theory of Mind development. Importantly, the correlation between linguistic exposure and Theory of Mind does not depend on the use of specific grammatical structures, such as sentence complements. In training studies, performance on a False Belief task is enhanced by simply discussing different perspectives on the same event/object, without any use of sentence complements (Lohman and Tomasello, 2003; Harris, 2005). Nor does the trajectory of Theory of Mind development simply follow linguistic boundaries. Across languages, complement structure may be necessary for statements about beliefs but not about desires (as in English), for beliefs and desires (as in German), or for neither belief nor desires (Chinese). Nevertheless, children learning each of these three languages all understand and talk about desires significantly earlier than beliefs (Tardif and Wellman, 2000; Ferner et al., 2005). Finally, adults with severe impairments of grammar are not impaired on Theory of Mind tasks (Varley and Seigal, 2000; Varley et al., 2001).

Thus, the evidence suggests that linguistic exposure is critical for Theory of Mind development but not because mental state concepts are represented verbally; rather, because verbal communication may be the critical source of evidence children use to learn those concepts. The special features of representational mental states, like thoughts and beliefs, may be particularly salient in two verbal contexts: when talking about past events or about third-person narratives involving an absent protagonist (Lagattuta and Wellman, 2001). Both contexts serve to highlight the potential for differences between the current world state and the contents of representational mental states (Harris, 2005). The quantity and quality of such conversation about the mind (and the past) in a young child’s environment predict later success on formal tests of understanding other minds (Dunn and Brophy, 2005).

Potentially, fMRI evidence could also contribute to this debate by asking whether the representation of mental state concepts is particularly dependent on “language” regions of the brain. Preliminary evidence suggests that it is not (Saxe et al., 2004a), but much more research is needed.

Notably, social learning does not end with childhood; adults spend a substantial proportion of natural conversations talking about people. Information about the causes and consequences of human actions, and the structure of society, is continually exchanged in informal contexts, like gossip. Diary studies suggest that 80 to 90% of topics in naturally occurring conversation concern the actions (~35%), intentions (~20%) and attitudes (~20%) of people known to the conversants (Emler, 1994). The vast majority of these conversations refer to people or events not present or concurrent; only about 7–8% of conversation topics refer to current states of the speaker’s mind and/or body. Eavesdropping studies provide convergent evidence: over 60% of overheard utterances refer to “social topics” (Dunbar, 2004). The tendency to talk about one another also appears to be robustly cross-cultural (e.g. Haviland, 1977).

Verbal communication is thus a ubiquitous source of information about other people, but do adults use this information to continue developing their Theory of Mind? Narratives—stories—are potent sources of social information, easy to learn and then retrieve, recreate and pass on (Johnson, 1993). Moral reasoning and learning, in particular, may rely on stories and story-telling (Goldman, 1993). Rather than being constituted dominantly of general principles or abstract rules, Owen Flanagan (1998) argued that moral knowledge operates through mechanisms for complex pattern recognition, relating current possible or actual actions to learned prototype narratives (see also Bettelheim, 1975, Humphrey, 1997). The prototypes themselves, Flanagan hypothesised, are trained through exposure, including exposure to conversation in society.

Similarly, outside the moral domain, adults acquire from gossip not just a list of transient facts about a specific individual or incident, but rather general information about the structure of the social world. When college students are asked directly what, if anything, they learned from a (self-chosen) interesting anecdote about another person, 93% responded with generalisations about human behaviours that fit into a broader Theory of Mind: “sometimes people live up to self-fulfilling prophecies,” “cheerful people are not necessarily happy people,” “guys compare their partners,” and so on (Baumeister et al., 2004, see also Baxter et al., 2001).

In summary, verbal communications are a naturally occurring and rich source of information about the structure and cause of human thoughts and actions. Verbal information is instrumental in Theory of Mind development; talk about absent third persons and past events highlights differences in perspectives and so illustrates the structure of representational mental states. Furthermore, talk about the mind continues throughout life in both formal and informal contexts. All of these considerations suggest that a verbal narrative about an absent protagonist is a common and natural context for the acquisition of social information. Given this review of the evidence from both developmental and social psychology, it seems appropriate to use fictional third-person stories as stimuli in the scanner. In a series of fMRI experiments, some researchers have therefore studied the neural basis of person perception by manipulating the contents of such verbal narratives (Gallagher et al., 2000; Vogeley et al., 2001; Saxe and Kanwisher, 2003; Saxe and Powel, in press). Full consideration of the methodological advantages, restrictions and necessary controls involved in this research is beyond the scope of this review; but, of course, the most persuasive reason of all to use verbal stimuli is that, empirically, experiments using these stimuli have produced robust and theoretically interesting results, some of which I will consider next.

4. How to use fMRI data: functional regions of interest

Once a hypothesis is identified and the stimuli are chosen, a third hurdle faces the social cognitive neuroscientist: how to understand the results. At its best, cognitive neuroscience can provide neural evidence to distinguish between competing theories of a cognitive function. In practice, data from fMRI
experiments can be notoriously difficult to interpret. Psychological theories concern information processing operations, whereas neuroimaging data can only test the change in blood oxygenation measured in a neural “voxel”. What is the relationship between the two? It is critical to most cognitive neuroscience that, at least in some cases, anatomical divisions in the brain correspond to functional divisions in the mind and that these anatomical-functional units are consistently localised across individuals. But, even good correspondence between a patch of cortex and an interesting cognitive function is not sufficient for theoretical progress. Neuroimaging studies are often accused of discovering only “where” some psychological function is implemented in the brain, and since we already knew that cognitive functions occur in the brain, this is not big news. The challenge is to go beyond “where” to “what” and “how”.

The first step toward understanding the neural basis of a cognitive function, like Theory of Mind, is to identify brain regions that are involved in the operation of that function. Hypotheses may come from lesion studies (e.g. Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas), from direct stimulation of the cortex (e.g. motor cortex) or from animal models (e.g. V1). For higher cognitive functions, many hypothesised region–function links come from simple, early imaging studies, which used broad task contrasts and whole brain analyses in individuals and groups to identify the implicated region(s) (e.g. for Theory of Mind, Gallagher et al., 2000). Not every pair of tasks differentially recruits a robust, reliable profile of regions: viewing faces (minus activity when viewing objects) does recruit a distinctive set of brain regions that can be identified in most individual subjects, but viewing familiar versus unfamiliar faces, for example, does not (Kanwisher and Yovel, in press). Broad contrasts can identify candidate regions for “where” a component of a psychological function occurs in the brain.

In order to test “how” psychological functions are neurally implemented, cognitive neuroscientists must then formulate and test hypotheses about the specific role that each of these candidate regions plays in the cognitive operation. One contribution that fMRI data may make to psychological theorising, for example, is the discovery that two similar tasks recruit distinct brain regions (and so, by hypothesis, distinct information processing components) or that two different tasks recruit a common brain region (and a common information processing component). Caution is required, though, when making either of these claims (for further discussion, see Brett et al., 2002; Saxe et al., 2004b, in press).

Consider, for example, the cortex near the right posterior superior temporal sulcus (R pSTS) extending into the right temporo-parietal junction (RTPJ). Early neuroimaging studies reported activations in these and neighbouring regions when subjects viewed human faces and facial expressions, eye gaze shifts, hand and body motions, and cartoons depicting ‘animate motion,’ as well as when subjects read short verbal stories about a protagonist’s false beliefs (Allison et al., 2000). All of these stimulus conditions share some general “social” component but conflate a distinction that is evident in the trajectory of Theory of Mind development. Infants and toddlers use gaze as a cue to an actor’s intentions and interpret hand actions as goal-directed (Woodward, 1998), but only around their fourth birthday do children first understand the specific (representational) contents of mental states like (false) beliefs (Wellman and Cross, 2001).

Based on the developmental evidence, we might therefore hypothesise that attribution of thoughts and beliefs—characteristic of the late-developing component of ToM—recruits a brain region near the R pSTS that is distinct from the region recruited by the (earlier developing) attribution of other internal states. How can we test this hypothesis?

It is not sufficient to note that enhanced BOLD signal has been reported near the R pSTS both in studies using intentional action stimuli and in studies using false belief stories and to therefore conclude that no distinct region exists for attributing representational mental states. “Right pSTS” refers imprecisely to a large swath of cortical real estate spanning 10 or more cm², probably encompassing many functionally distinct regions. (Distinct regions of extrastriate visual cortex, like MT, for example, are no more than one or 2 cm² in size.) One prevalent approach is therefore to compare the locations of observed “activations” in a “standard” brain, like the Talairach and Tournoux stereotaxic system (1988). The problem is that even well-known brain areas like V1 and Broca’s area do not land consistently in the same place in the “normalised” brain from individual to individual (Amunts et al., 2000). Such variability across individuals is likely to blur regional boundaries in group data and lead to false conflations of neighbouring, but distinct, functional areas.

The best solution is to identify the regions of interest (ROIs)—that is, the regions that figure in the hypothesis—in each subject’s brain independently and in advance of testing that hypothesis. In some cases, such identification can proceed based on anatomical markers, as for the amygdala, the calcarine sulcus and the precentral gyrus. More commonly, though, we lack physical markers to distinguish specific cortical areas in vivo. An alternative, then, is to use functional signatures to identify and distinguish cortical regions. Researchers studying early visual cortex, for example, use retinotopic mapping to identify the boundaries between V1 and V2, the foveal confluence, and so on. Category-selective regions of extrastriate cortex can be identified by their profile of response when the subject views faces, objects, bodies and scenes. Primary motor cortex can be identified by having the subject alternate moves and then lie still.

The same logic can also be applied to social cognitive neuroscience. The only requirement is a contrast of tasks or of stimuli that (in principle) isolates an interesting aspect of person perception and that (in practice) leads to a selective, reliable and robust pattern of activation in most individual subjects. For example, Saxe and Kanwisher (2003) presented verbal stories modelled on the False Belief and False Photograph tasks used by developmental psychologists (Zaidichik, 1990). Twenty-eight subjects in the scanner read 24 short narratives about a representation (12 about a belief, 12 about a photo, drawing or map) that did not correspond to reality usually because the content of the representation became outdated and then answered a question either about the representation or about reality. In almost every subject, a very stereotyped set of brain regions showed higher BOLD recruitment during ‘Belief’ stories than ‘Photo’ stories: right and left...
temporo-parietal junction, posterior cingulate, medial prefrontal cortex and right anterior superior temporal sulcus. The same contrast has now been used in our laboratory to identify ROIs in over a hundred individual brains.

These ROIs can then be used to test the hypothesis that attributing thoughts and beliefs recruits a distinct set of brain regions from the attribution of other (early-developing) internal states. For example, Saxe et al., (2004a) found that neighbouring but distinct regions were recruited by reading stories about beliefs (RTPJ) and when watching movies of intentional actions (right pSTS, Saxe et al., 2004a). Saxe and Powel (in press) found converging evidence for the same hypothesis. Subjects read stories from three conditions, each highlighting a different aspect of reasoning about another person: (1) ‘Appearance’ stories required detecting the presence of another person and representing socially relevant information about that person; (2) ‘Bodily Sensations’ stories elicited attribution of invisible, subjective and/or internal states, characteristic of early-developing components of Theory of Mind; and (3) ‘Thoughts’ stories described the contents of another person’s thoughts or beliefs, specifically, the function of the later-developing component of Theory of Mind. The BOLD response in the RTPJ was high selectively when subjects read stories about a protagonist’s thoughts or beliefs, but not when they read about subjective, internal physical feelings or other socially relevant information, such as appearance and personality attributes (see also Saxe and Wexler, 2005). These data converge on the conclusion that the cortex near the right pSTS includes at least two functionally dissociable regions: the RTPJ, which is involved in the late-developing component of Theory of Mind, is distinct from the neural correlate(s) of the early-developing component(s). Such precision is made possible through the use of individually tailored ROIs.

There are both methodological and statistical advantages to the use of ROIs (see also Saxe et al., in press). Using a predefined region of interest allows the researcher to test hypotheses in a statistically unbiased data set and to test new hypotheses about the same region as identified in previous experiments. The task used as the “localiser” experiment is often just a simple blocked contrast between two conditions, for maximum sensitivity, while the second experiment, analysed in the ROIs, can have a much more complicated design: multiple conditions, event-related habituation experiments, and so on. ROI analyses can also provide robust evidence for no difference between two conditions (e.g. Jiang et al., 2004).

The most common concern about the use of ROI analyses is that they will obscure the researchers’ view of the bigger picture. A small but significant effect observed in the average response of an ROI might reflect the specific engagement of the region of interest, but it could also reflect a small but consistent effect that is actually occurring across many regions of the brain or the fringe or tail of a much bigger activation in the same contrast in a neighbouring region, or a different region, sending feedback connections to the region of interest. The solution is to combine ROI analyses with each other and/or with voxel-based whole brain analyses. Multiple simultaneous ROI analyses allow the researcher to test for significant differences between different brain regions’ response profiles (e.g. Saxe et al., in press), and voxel-based whole brain tests how restricted those profile is to the preidentified regions (Saxe and Wexler, 2005).

In summary, ROIs are useful for specifying brain locations across subjects, for testing hypotheses concerning the function of specific brain regions and—occasionally—for investigating candidate separable components of the mind (Saxe et al., in press). The same benefits that make functional regions of interest ubiquitous in studies of retinotopic visual areas are equally important for theoretical progress in social cognitive neuroscience.

5. Conclusions

Obviously, the approaches described here are not the only, nor always the best, ways to approach the neuroscientific investigation of person perception. Developmental psychology is only one of the neighbouring disciplines with which social cognitive neuroscientists can and do have fruitful cross-fertilisations. Verbal narratives are stimuli well suited to the investigation of reasoning about representational mental states but would not be useful for an investigation of perceived gaze shifts. Regions of interest should be supplemented with whole brain analyses, and fMRI in general should be supplemented with other methods, including EEG and lesion studies. Still, the approaches described in this review have made, and will continue to make, important contributions in the study of Theory of Mind with fMRI.
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